
Masking and Painting a 1983 Honda NS500 GP motorcycle 

Many of the early to mid-1980’s Honda motorcycles were factory sponsored race teams without a lot of 
corporate sponsorship.  The usual markings were a red, white and blue panels and stripes in various 
configurations.  The bike number was black on a yellow background panel.  In most cases the model kits 
come with only some of the stripes needed.  In the case of this Tamiya kit, the yellow areas for the 
number background and only some of the red stripes came as decals.  I decided to paint all the markings 
because: 

- I’m and idiot and love doing extra work on a model, even if you can’t tell 
- The yellow number background decal will probably not lay down on the compound curves at the 

front of the fairing and around the side trailing edge of the fairing 
- It was going to be difficult to match the red on the top of the gas tank with the colour of the red 

stripe decals 
- If I used lacquer paints, I could clear coat all the parts afterwards 

Here was the sequence: 

1. Mr. Surfacer 1000 white primer, left to dry for a few months because I primed these parts when I 
was building the Yamaha Spiderman model 

2. Hiroboy Bright White airbrushed on the sections that will eventually show white 
3. Photocopy the decal sheet in colour 
4. Roughly cut out the yellow number background pieces 
5. Lay down Tamiya masking tape stripes on a clean cutting mat 
6. Tape the yellow number background pieces onto the masking stripes 
7. Carefully hold the piece and trace around the pattern so that there is clean outer mask and inner 

mask for the number panels 
8. Use the outer mask to block off the areas of the fairing where the number panel will be 
9. Decant Tamiya chrome yellow and airbrush the yellow panels.  This yellow is a bit too orange and 

probably lemon yellow would be more accurate 
10. Wait a couple of days, then use the inner mask to cover the yellow painted sections 
11. Do steps 4. to 7. for the red fairing stripes, the rear bodywork stripes and the white stripe on the 

tank 
12. Use the outer masks for the bodywork red stripes. 
13. Use the inner mask for the tank white stripe 
14. Decant Tamiya bright red and airbrush red stripes and top of tank 
15. Next evening, remove much of the masking tape 
16. Use 3M flexible masking tape to help mask off the fairing, tank and bodywork sections that are blue 
17. Decant Tamiya blue and airbrush the blue sections.  This blue is a bit too dark. 
18. Next morning, remove all the masking 



There is a black stripe decal that surrounds the yellow number panel areas, so I’m not too concerned 
with the colour separations there.  Just a few areas of overspray that need to be touched up and then 
clear coat in a day or so. 

Now I only have two more Honda motorcycles with similar markings that I need to build. 

First masking – yellow number panels 



Second masking – cover number panel and mask red stripes 

Second masking – cont’d 



Results after spraying red stripes 

Results after spraying red stripes – cont’d 



Red section of tank painted (sorry, some of these next photos are blurry) 

Masking for blue sections 



Masking for blue sections – cont’d 

Remove all masks and voila (that’s French for I didn’t screw up too bad) 



Mocked up on frame.  The red stripe is supposed to be straight from this angle.  Next time I will mask 
while the bodywork is on the frame. 

A big pile of masking tape pieces. 


